
On a Python Module for PDE-based NumerialModellingLutz Gross, Elspeth Thorne, Matt Davies, Jon Smillie, and Hans MuhlhausEarth Systems Siene Computational Centre (ESSCC), The University ofQueensland, St Luia, QLD 4072, Australia l.gross�uq.edu.auAbstrat. In this paper we will present the onepts of the python{based numerial modeling framework esript. Main appliation areas foresript are models based on oupled, non-linear, time-dependent partialdi�erential equations (PDEs). One objetive is to provide a easy-to-useprogramming environment for model developers to work independentlyform PDE solver libraries. The basi idea is to design an abstrationlayer from partiular numerial methods, their data strutures and pos-sibly platform dependent implementations. The seond objetive is toprovide an environment for the model implementation whih allows ou-pling models in a very easy way and building user interfaes (inludingGUIs and web servies) automatially. This is ahieved through imple-menting models as python objets where model parameters are repre-sented as a speial type of objet attributes. These attributes an beserialized in XML format and an be linked to attributes of other modelobjets.1 Spatial FuntionsThe esript [2℄ pakage is an extension of python [3℄. All omputational intensivetasks suh as solving linear partial di�erential equations (PDEs), visualizationsand data manipulations are implemented in C or C++. Exept for data manipu-lations the esript pakage does not inlude implementation for these tasks, andrelies on the program odes optimized for the partiular ompute arhiteturebeing used.In esript, funtions of spatial oordinates are hold in Data lass objets. AData lass objets has a FuntionSpae objet assigned to it, whih de�nes theDomain of the funtion and the type of funtion (for instane its smoothness)represented by the objet. A Domain de�nes not only the geometry of a domainbut also the disretization method to be used. The FuntionSpae de�nes howthe funtion is represented. For examples, in the ase of �nite elements (FEM)the Domainwould hold referenes to the tables of node oordinates and elements.These data are not managed by esript but the PDE solver library. Typially,in the FEM ontext, a temperature distribution is given through its values atnodes and a stress tensor at quadrature points. The oresponding Data lassobjets are de�ned on the same Domain but within di�erent FuntionSpaes,namely ContinuousFuntionand Funtion, respetively. The Data lass objets



2are managed by esript while PDE solver libraries an read from and writeto Data lass objets under the assumption that the aess does not requiredata onversion or ommuniation. Suitable funtions for interpolation and dataredistribution whih are alled by esript to hange the FuntionSpae has tobe provided by the solver library.For eah individual data point esript support salar, vetor and tensorialquantities up to order 4. From python Data objets an be manipulated by ap-plying unitary operations (for instane osine ,sine, logarithm) and be ombinedby applying binary operations (for instane +, � ,�, =). If needed esript in-vokes interpolation to math the FuntionSpae. Operations are implementedin C/C++ and parallelized using OpenMP (MPI is under onstrution).2 Partial Di�erential EquationsThe seond key omponent in esript is the linearPDE lass used to de�ne ageneral linear, steady, seond order PDE for an unknown funtion u on the PDEdomain. In tensor notation, the PDE has the form�(Aijkluk;l +Bijkuk);j + Cikluk;l +Dikuk = �Xij;j + Yi ; (1)where uk denotes the omponents of the funtion u and u;j denotes the derivativeof uwith respet to the j-th spatial diretion. A general form of natural boundaryonditions and onstraints an be onsidered. The funtions A,B, C,D,X and Yare the oeÆients of the PDE and are de�ned by Data objets. When dealingwith non-linear and time-dependent problems, suitable high-level shemes areused to redue the problem to linear PDEs that are solved in eah iterationstep. The oeÆients are updated trough esript. When a solution of the PDE isrequested, esript passes the PDE oeÆient to the solver library whih returnsa Data objet representing the solution by its values, for instane, at the nodesof a FEM mesh. Currently esript is linked with the FEM solver library �nley [1℄but other libraries and even other disretization approahes an be inluded.3 ExampleWe present a simple example that illustrates how to use esript to solve theStokes equation using the iterative penalty method. In eah iteration step thelinear PDE �(�(vi;j + vj;i));j � Pe vk;ki = Fi � pj; (2)has to be solved to get new velovity v from the urrent pressure approximationp. Then the pressure is updated byp = p� Pe vk;k (3)The iteration is terminated when vk;k is small. In PDE (2) � is the visosity, Frepresents external fores and Pe denotes the penalty fator.



3The following python funtion inompressibleFluid implements the itera-tion sheme for given Domain objet domain, visosity eta and internal fore F.The funtion returns veloity v and pressure p:def inompressibleFluid(domain,eta,F):E=Tensor4(0,Funtion(dom))for i in range(dom.getDim()):for j in range(dom.getDim()):E[i,i,j,j℄+=PeE[i,j,i,j℄+=etaE[i,j,j,i℄+=etapde1=LinearPDE(domain)pde1.setValue(A=E,Y=F)pde2=LinearPDE(domain)pde2.setValue(D=1.)pde1.setRedutionOn()p=Salar(0,ReduedSolution(domain))while Lsup(vkk)>tol:mypde1.setValue(X=kroneker(domain)*p)v=pde1.getSolution()pde2.setValue(Y=div(v))vkk=pde2.getSolution()p-=Pe*vkkreturn v,pAs required by the Ladyzhenskaya-Babuska-Brezzi ondition the pressure is de-�ned in the FuntionSpae ReduedSolution. The visosity (and similar theexternal fore) may be a oat objet or, for instane if visosity is depending ontemperature, a salar Data objet. If required, interpolation of the oeÆients isperformed to math the FuntionSpae required by the PDE solver library.4 Managing ModelsModels in esript an be implemented as sublasses of the Model lass. A par-tiular model implements a set of methods, for instane the exeution of a timestep and alulation of a safe time step size. The funtion InompressibleFlowde�ned in the previous setion would be implemented in three method, namelyinitialization phase, update phase and hek of the stopping riterion (due tothe limitation of spae we annot present more details.). The model parametersvisosity, external fore, veloity and pressure are de�ned as attributes of thelass de�ning the the model.If the lass InompressibleFlow implements a model of an inompressibleuid, Temperature implements a model for temperature advetion-di�usion,and MaterialTable is a Model lass for a material table providing values fora temperature-dependent visosity, a oupling of the temperature and uid owmodel an be implemented in the following python sript:



4flow=InompressibleFlow()temp=Temperature()mat=MaterialTable()flow.eta=Link(mat,"visosity")temp.veloity=Link(flow,"v")mat.temperature=Link(temp,"T")We assume here that v is the veloity provided by the ow model and T is thetemperature of the temperature model. When InompressibleFlow referenesits attribute eta, it will aess, via the Link objet, the visosity provided bythe MaterialTable objet at that moment. The apability of esript to knowabout the ontext of data and to invoke data onversion when required is vitalto make this work.As the order in whih the models perform their time steps is ritial, themodel exeution is handled by an instane of the Simulation lass. In the ex-ample, this will take the formSimulation([flow,mat,temp℄).run()whih will make sure that inompressible ow model updates its veloity beforethe temperature model performs the next time step. The visosity is alulatedfrom the temperature of the previous time step. Moreover, esript provides amehanism to build instanes of the Simulation lass from �les in the XMLdialet ESysXML. Files an be generated through serialization of Simulationlass objets or from a (graphial) user interfae or problem solving environment.A user interfae based on GridSphere [4℄ that allows manipulating and runningESysXML �les via a web and grid servie is urrently under onstrution.AknowledgmentsThis projet work is supported by the Australian Commonwealth Governmentthrough the Australian Computational Earth Systems SimulatorMajor NationalResearh Faility, Queensland State Government Smart State Researh FailityFund, The University of Queensland and SGI.Referenes1. Davies, M. and Gross, L. and M�uhlhaus, H. -B.: Sripting high performane Earthsystems simulations on the SGI Altix 3700. Proeedings of the 7th internationalonferene on high performane omputing and grid in the Asia Pai� region,(2004).2. Gross, L. and Cohrane, P. and Davies, M. and M�uhlhaus, H. and Smillie J.: Esript:numerial modelling in python. Proeedings of the Third APAC Conferene onAdvaned Computing, Grid Appliations and e-Researh (APAC05),(2005).3. http://www.python.org [February 2006℄.4. http://www.gridsphere.org [February 2006℄.


